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Abstract
With the development of single cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq), researchers are able to
measure mRNA molecule counts, or gene expression levels, for single cells. These cells are often
positioned along a developmental trajectory. But the positions of these cells and, in some cases,
the trajectory are unknown. Many methods have been developed to infer the position of the cells
and the trajectory. In this paper, we introduced a simulation method for scRNA-seq count data
using Gaussian Process gene expression models and multinomial measurement models (Sarkar
and Stephens (2021) [1]) along arbitrary rooted, directed tree trajectories. We also simulated
data for cells that exist only at the endpoints of the trajectories, reflecting experiments where
cells are only observed at maturation, or the end of development. Four methods were applied
to the simulated count data in order to explore and infer the trajectories underlying the data:
PCA reduced dimension visualizations, hierarchical clustering, binary splitting in PCA reduced
dimensions (Li et al (2020) [2]), and the trajectory inference method Slingshot (Street et al
(2018) [3]). The results for each of the methods can be summarized into three main effects:
proper normalization, whole tree trajectory versus the leaf ends only, and the complexity of the
tree trajectory structure.

1

Introduction

Single cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) is a technique that measures mRNA molecule counts in
single cells. The cells may exist along a developmental trajectory of interest, which may itself be
unknown. Many methods have been developed to infer the developmental trajectory that underlie
an observed dataset. We have applied four different methods, PCA Visualizations, Hierarchical
Clustering, PCA Binary Splitting [2], and the trajectory inference method Slingshot [3], to explore
and infer the trajectory for a variety of simulated scRNA-seq data, which we simulated using ideas
found in Sarkar and Stephens (2021) [1]. In this paper, we focus on evaluating how these methods
perform on data along a whole developmental trajectory versus on leaf endpoints only. The promises
and limitations of the methods are discussed. We also confirm the importance of normalization in
scRNA-seq data.

2

Methods

This paper uses simulated scRNA-seq data along various developmental tree trajectories (Figure
1) based on the modelling approach found in Sarkar and Stephens (2021) [1]. The term ”tree
trajectory” emphasizes that the cells are positioned along the branches of the tree-shaped trajectory,
not limited to the nodes of the tree. A variety of normalization and standardization methods were
applied to the data. Four trajectory exploration and inference methods were used on the data,
original and transformed: visualization in PCA reduced dimensional space, hierarchical clustering,
PCA Binary Splitting [2], and Slingshot [3].

2.1

Simulating Data

Suppose we are simulating the observed counts for an scRNA-seq experiment performed on n single
cells, which are positioned along some tree trajectory (Figure 1), and the relative expression level
for G genes are measured. The mRNA molecule count matrix is referred to as X = [Xij ] ∈ Rn×G .
Xij is the observed number of mRNA molecules from gene j in cell i.
n×G
We simulated X in two main steps: (1) the expression levels λ ∈ R+
using Equation 1, and
e
(2) the measured counts X|λ using Equation 3 [1].
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Figure 1: Cellular developmental trajectories can take many forms ranging in complexity. The trajectories used in this paper are limited to rooted trees with one-to-many branch relationships (branches can
have more than one child branch, but each branch only has one parent branch). In particular, we focus on
the following: (a) linear, (b) three branches from a root node, (c) bifurcating with 4 leaves (2 layers), and
(d) bifurcating with 8 leaves (3 layers). Each structure is depicted in the figure above. The circle labelled 0
indicates the starting point of the tree, while the circles at the end of branches indicate an endpoint, a leaf
end. Time progresses from the root continuously until the leaf ends. The numbers next to the branches are
the branch IDs. The same colors for the branches are used in later figures.

λ = exp(Z), where Z·j ∼ GP (⃗0, Σj ) = Nn (⃗0, Σj )

(1)

Σj = KSE (D, lj ) = exp(−D2 /(2lj2 )), where D is the pairwise cell distance matrix

(2)

fi· ∼ M ultinomial(Si , λ
fi· ), where λf
Xi· |Si , λ
ij = λij /

G
X

λik and Si = Xi+

(3)

k=1

e as per Sarkar and
The multinomial model was selected as the measurement model, X|λ,
f
Stephens (2021) [1]. We refer to Si in 3 as the library size of cell i. λi· is the relative gene
expression of the genes in cell i.
Gaussian Processes (GP) are used for the expression models 1 to incorporate how gene expression levels vary based on where cells are on a developmental trajectory. Each gene j also varies at
different rates across trajectory space, which is captured by the gene-specific length parameter lj
in the squared exponential kernel for the covariance function (Equation 2). The length parameter
is the length scale over which the covariance, calculated using the pairwise cell distance matrix D,
decays for the Gaussian Process. An example of how this affects gene expression which varies along
a linear trajectory can be seen in Figure 2. See the Supplementary 5.1 for some more details about
the expression model.
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Figure 2: To capture how different genes vary at different length scales across a trajectory,
the length parameter lj used for Z·j is gene-specific. In this visualization, cells are positioned on a
linear trajectory. For each subplot, the x-axis is the time along the linear trajectory and the y-axis is the
corresponding expression level. We display a range of lj values and the corresponding simulated Z·j ’s to
demonstrate the effect of different length parameter values. Recall Z·j ∼ GP (0, Σj ) and Σj = KSE (D, lj )
(Equations 1 and 2). Smaller lj values leads to Z·j covariance decaying faster in time: the expression
levels change faster with distance (time). This is seen in the jagged movement of Z·j across time. As lj
increases, Z·j becomes smoother across time. The expression levels change slower with distance (time), since
its covariance is decaying slower in time.

2.1.1

Simulating Linear Trajectory Data

The simplest developmental trajectory is linear. On a linear trajectory, cells are positioned on a
directed line, see Figure 1.
The position of the cells is defined by a time parameter. The time for cell i, ti , is the distance
of cell i from the initial point of the line. The time between cells i and j is measured in Euclidean
distance (Figure 3 (a)). So, the distance matrix D, used in the GP covariance functions 2, is
formed by dij = |ti − tj |.
For the simulation, the following has to be set: the number of cells n, the number of genes G,
a maximum time, T , for the linear trajectory, maximum value for the length parameters for the
Gaussian processes, L, and a maximum total molecule count for cells (i.e. library size, Xi+ ), Smax .
An alternate simplified dataset is generated by setting a constant library size, Sconst , instead.
First, the position of the n cells on the directed line is generated from ti ∼ U nif orm(0, T )
(forming vector t), the length parameters for the G genes is generated from lj ∼ U nif orm(0, L)
(forming vector l), and the library size of the n cells is generated from Si ∼ U nif orm(0, Smax ) (or
is set to Sconst for all cells). Calculate the pairwise Euclidean distance matrix D using t, and the
G covariance matrices Σj with D and l (Equation 2). Finally, we obtain λ and X by following
Equations 1 and 3.
2.1.2

Simulating Tree Trajectory Data

Cellular developmental trajectories can take much more complex forms than just linear. This paper
also explores rooted, directed tree trajectories with one-to-many branch relationships (branches
can have more than one child branch, but each branch only has one parent branch). In particular,
we simulate data along the following tree trajectories: (1) three branches from a root node, (2)
4

Figure 3: Tree trajectory distances are used in this paper. The distance between two cells, represented
by the red and blue stars, on a tree trajectory in this paper is the time between the two positions along the
tree. The green line in each example is the tree trajectory distance. If the cells are on the same branch (a),
so in essence on a linear trajectory, then the Euclidean distance in time is used. If the cells are on different
branches, then the distance calculation depends on the relationship between those branches: (b) no shared
ancestry after the root node, (c) some shared ancestry since the root node, and (d) ancestor-descendant.
The green line shows what the distance is between two cells for each example. For (b), the distance is the
sum of the two cells’ times since the node. For (c), the distance is the sum of the two cells’ times since the
last point of divergence. For (d), the distance is the time between the two cells.

bifurcating with four leaves, and (3) bifurcating with eight leaves (see Figure 1 (b)-(d)). In theory,
data may be simulated along any arbitrary rooted, directed tree trajectories using our method.
In contrast to a linear trajectory, the tree trajectory position of a cell is defined by two parameters: bi is the branch that cell i is on (the branch ID) and ti is the branch time of cell i, which
is measured in the amount of time since the start of branch bi . Another time term we use is total
time for cell i, Ti , which is measured in the amount of time since the start of the trajectory (the
root node).
Pairwise cell distance, dij , is defined as the distance between the cell positions on the tree
trajectory (see Figure 3 for a depiction on how this was calculated), not Euclidean distance unless
the cells are on the same branch. The distance matrix D = dij used in the GP covariance functions
2 is thus formed.
For the simulation, the tree trajectory structure must first be defined: each branch ID b is
assigned a parent branch ID (or the root node) and a maximum branch time Tb . Then, provide the
same parameters as those listed in Section 2.1.1, besides the T term.
In the simulation, the n cell positions are first generated: branch ID assignments b were randomly generated for each cell from a discrete Uniform distribution composed of the set of branch
IDs and branch times t are generated for each cell from U nif orm(0, Tbi ), where Tbi is the maximum branch time for the branch bi that cell i is on. Length parameters l and library sizes S are
generated using the same procedure as described in Section 2.1.1. The pairwise tree trajectory
distance matrix D is calculated using b, t, and the given tree structure (see Figure 3). Finally,
the G covariance functions are found with D and l (Equation 2), and λ and X are obtained by
5

Figure 4: Data along the whole trajectory and the leaf ends only of the trajectory are depicted
above. In (a), the cells are positioned along the whole tree trajectory. Cells are observed on branches 1
through 14. For (b), the cells from leaf ends only are positioned only at the circles at the ends of branches
7 through 14. No cells are observed on the black branches.

following Equations 1 and 3.
2.1.3

Whole Trajectory versus Leaf Ends Only

Two kinds of scRNA-seq experiments were simulated for in this paper. The first has cells at all
developmental stages measured. Cells are positioned along the whole tree trajectory. The second
only measures cells at the endpoints of development, at maturation. Cells are only at the ends of
the leaves of the tree trajectory. See Figure 4 for a depiction of the difference.
Note, for leaf ends simulation, the branch IDs of the cells should be generated from the discrete
Uniform distribution composed of the set of leaf branch IDs and then the branch times of the cells
should be set to the respective maximum branch times. The whole tree trajectory structure is still
required to calculate pairwise cell distances.

2.2
2.2.1

Data Normalization, Standardization, and Transformation
Normalization

Normalizing scRNA-seq data before analysis is a standard and essential practice. Batch effects,
sequencing depth differences, and other confounding factors cause variation in the observed count
data that obscures the variation from the genetic expression levels, which is the information we
are interested in and need access to for downstream analyses like trajectory inference (Evans et
al (2018))[4]. For example, some observation Xij may have a high count as a result of cell i
having a large library size Xi+ , or total mRNA molecule counts, instead of a reflection of gene j’s
expression. Clear illustrated explanations of this phenomena is presented in Evans et al [4]. To
make the observed count data a better reflection of genetic expression levels, we need to normalize
the data to remove the confounding effects. However, proper normalization methods need to be
employed, with special care paid to the assumptions behind them [4].
Since the data used in this paper is simulated, there are no batch effects and other experimental
artifacts. However, we did simulate some data to have different library sizes, which must be properly
normalized to ensure optimal performance in certain methods.
Two popular methods of normalization were utilized in this paper for trajectory exploration:
total count normalization and log transformed total count normalization. Total count normalization
is the simplest: Yij = Xij /Xi+ . Each row of the count matrix X is divided by its row sum. Log
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transformed total count normalization is defined as Yf
ij = loge (Xij /Xi+ + c/median(Xi+ )), with c
being a small constant (0.5 was used for this paper). The c/median(Xi+ ) term is a small pseudocount that allows log transformation despite the many zeros in X. The log transformation can
reduce skew.
These two normalization methods normalize by library size - removing the effect of different
library sizes by dividing by the library sizes, Xi+ . Evans et al [4] emphasizes that the underlying
assumption of this normalization type is that the amount of true total mRNA molecules is the
same per cell. Since we used simulated data, we will claim this assumption holds true, but this is
not always the case for real data. Note that the simplified data with constant library size is not
affected by the first normalization, but is by the second, because of the log transformation.
For Slingshot, we applied full quantile normalization, because that was the normalization
method used in the Street et al paper [3].
2.2.2

Standardization

In most applications, data is standardized before performing principal component analysis (PCA) to
ensure all features (columns) are on the same scale, so no feature unduly dominates. To standardize,
we center the columns of the data and scale them to have unit standard deviation (sd): Yf
ij =
(Yij − mean(Y·j ))/sd(Y·j ).
But, scRNA-seq data has features that are on the same scale. The columns of the observed
count data reflect information about gene expression levels. It may not be necessary to standardize
the data and can even be harmful. One potential explanation is as follows. We assumed that
fi· ∼ M ultinomial(Si , λ
fi· (Equation 3); therefore, Xij |Si , λf
f
Xi· |Si , λ
ij ∼ P oisson(Si λij ). By definition, the mean and variance of a Poisson variable is q
Si λf
ij . The coefficient of variation is the ratio
f
of the standard deviation to the mean. Here it is 1/ Si λf
ij for Xij |Si , λij , which is the simulated
X matrix. Genes with higher relative expression, or genes with larger λf
ij , have a lower coefficient
of variation, which means those genes are more informative. By scaling to unit standard deviation,
standardization down-weights the more variable genes, the most informative about gene expression.
In other words, standardization might remove important information from scRNA-seq data.
2.2.3

Landa Biwhitening Transformation

Landa et al (2021) [5] introduces the biwhitening procedure, which is designed for data with independent Poisson entries. At the end of the paper, Landa et al mentions that standard PCA can be
applied to biwhitened data, since the procedure stabilizes the average noise variance across rows
and columns. Since our data can be thought of as having independent Poisson entries and PCA is
often used as a dimension reduction technique in scRNA-seq analyses, we biwhitened the data for
some of the experiments to see if method performance is improved (results in Supplementary 5
Normalization subsection).
√ √
procedure [5] finds Yij = Xij /( ui vj ), where u, v such that
P In short, the biwhitening
P
and j Xij /(ui vj ) P
= 1. The Sinkhorn algorithm is then used to find u and
i Xij /(ui vj ) = 1 P
v: iterate between i Xij /ui = vj and j Xij /uj = ui until convergence.

2.3

Trajectory Structure Exploration and Inference

We used three methods to explore the trajectory structures of our data: simple visualization in a
PCA-reduced dimension space, hierarchical clustering, and PCA Binary Splitting [2]. We also used
the Slingshot method [3] to infer the trajectory of our data. Since our data were simulated, the
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true positions for all cells on the trajectory are known, so we could evaluate the performance of our
methods.
2.3.1

PCA Reduced Dimension Visualization

The simplest method of exploration is to observe the cell counts in reduced dimension space and
seeing if we can identify a structure. To get the reduced dimension space, we perform principal
component analysis (PCA) by taking the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the data X and
then use the left singular vectors as the principal components (PC). The SVD of the n × G real
matrix X is the factorization X = U ∆V T . U is an n × n orthogonal matrix, ∆ is a diagonal
n × G matrix, and V is a G × G orthogonal matrix and V T is the transpose of V . We used the
decomposition where the diagonal entries of ∆, the singular values, are in descending order. The
columns of U and V are, respectively, the left and right singular vectors of X.
We visualized two (or three) successive principal components of X, which are columns of U .
From these simple plots, we tried to identify the structure of the trajectory.
2.3.2

Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering is a clustering method that builds a hierarchy of clusters. We were motivated
by the possibility that the method could reveal the unobserved trajectory structure that underlies a
scRNA-seq dataset. For this paper, hierarchical clustering was performed with the function hclust,
which uses the agglomerative approach that starts with every data point belonging to its own
cluster, after which clusters are merged until only one remains. We used Euclidean distance as the
distance metric and complete linkage as the agglomeration metric.
Then, the clustering results are displayed in a dendrogram. The number of clusters we visualize
with is set to be the number of branches the cells are on. The colors of the dendrogram branches
correspond with their cluster membership. When the data is along a whole trajectory, the cluster
membership of each cell is depicted in color on the corresponding cell position on the tree trajectory.
When the data is of the leaf ends only, the results are presented via dendrogram only. The tree
structure besides the dendrogram is provided as reference for how the leaf branches are related.
These plots are examined for whether the cluster of cells follow their branch assignments and
whether the hierarchy of the clusters capture the trajectory that the simulated data is known to
follow.
2.3.3

PCA Binary Splitting

PCA Binary Splitting involves iteratively splitting the data in two on the average of its second
principal component (PC2). This algorithm is similar to that used in Li et al (2020) [2].
The algorithm continues until the data cannot be split anymore, but for the purposes of trajectory exploration in this paper, we look at the results at the iterations that will reveal what we
know or suspect about the trajectory structure. For example, for a whole four leaf bifurcating tree
trajectory, we would look at the splitting results of the first, second, and third iteration; the third
iteration’s results contain 8 subsets of cells that hopefully correspond to the 8 branches of the tree.
The first principal component captured non-trajectory signals, so it was not used as the PC
to split along. Instead, the second principal component was used since it would often pick up on
aspects of the trajectory. Our hope is that PC2 can capture the next branching behavior of the
tree for a given subset of cells belonging to the sub-matrix X (or first branching behavior of the
whole X initially). In a four leaf bifurcating tree, the second principal component often split the
cells in a way that split the tree in half correctly, which is promising.
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Algorithm 1 PCA Binary Splitting
Input Observed X ∈ Z+n×G
Output ListofXLists, list containing the PCA Binary Split results of each iteration (k th iteration
result is the k th entry of ListofXLists and is a list of 2k sub-matrices of X (subsets of cells))
Initialization Let XList = [X] and ListofXLists = [XList]
while all X matrices in XList have number of rows > 1 do
NewXList = []
for subX in XList do
Perform SVD on subX and obtain U ∆V T
µ = mean(U [, 2])
subX1 = subX[U [, 2] > µ, ]
subX2 = subX[U [, 2] < µ, ]
append subX1 and subX2 to NewXList
end for
append NewXList to ListofXLists
XList = NewXList
end while
return ListofXLists
2.3.4

Slingshot

We also wanted to see how a commonly used trajectory inference method would perform on the
data. We selected Slingshot (Street et al (2018)), which assumes that cells which are similar will be
close in a lower dimensional space [3]. We followed the procedure laid out in the Street et al paper
and the Bioconductor tutorial by Street (2022) [6]. The observed count data X is full quantile
normalized, dimension reduction is performed with PCA, and the cells are subsequently clustered
in the lower dimensional space. Slingshot constructs a minimum spanning tree with the clusters,
which is the inferred trajectory structure, and then fits simultaneous principal curves [7] to the
structure. Finally, pseudotime is inferred from the position of the cells on these principal curves.

3

Results

Data is simulated to have constant and non-constant library sizes along the four trajectory structures, and for the leaf ends only of those structures. A quick list of notations used in this section:
the original simulated data is X, total count normalized data is Y , log total count normalized data
is Ỹ , Landa transformed data is W , standardized original data is Xs , standardized total count
normalized data is Ys , and standardized log total count normalized data is Y˜s .
3.0.1

Preparing the Data - Normalization, Transformation, and Standardization

Constant library size is a simplification and the exploration methods can be applied to data with
this constraint without normalization. The normalization methods of this paper remove the effect
of different library sizes, which the simplified data does not have. Nevertheless, the Ỹ sometimes
had better results than X, because the log transformation of the log total count normalization
helps reduce skew. Non-constant library size data, which is more realistic, generally needed to be
normalized in order for the methods to perform correctly. But, proper normalization is important:
Ỹ yielded much better results than Y . Standardization in general did not help and was usually
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(a) X Linear Trajectory Constant S on PC2, 3

(b) Ỹ Linear Trajectory Non-constant S on PC2, 3

(c) X Three Branch Constant S on PC2, 3, 4

(d) Ỹ Three Branch Non-Constant S on PC2, 3, 4

Figure 5: PCA visualizations to explore structure for two simple trajectories: linear (a) and (b) on
PC2 and 3, and root from three branch (c) and (d) on PC2, 3, and 4. The purple to yellow continuous color
scale is true total time T . The discrete colors of (c) (i) and (d) (i) correspond to true branch IDs. With
simple trajectories such as those in the figure, it is possible to discern the entire trajectory structure using
a small number of principal components. In addition, PCA was able to order the cells in time within the
branches of the trajectory, as seen in the smooth total time gradients. Prior knowledge of the starting point
of the trajectory is needed to discern which end of the linear trajectory is the start. This knowledge would
also help determine that the structures in (c) and (d) are three branches from the root, instead of one branch
that then bifurcates into two. Note, the first PC was observed to capture a non-trajectory related effect, so
was not used for exploration purposes.

harmful. For the results of the above paragraph, look at the Supplementary section 5. Moving
forward, the results section use the log total count normalized data Ỹ if the data has non-constant
library sizes, unless otherwise noted.

3.1

PCA Visualization

For this method, we plot two or three successive principal components to see if the trajectory can
be identified. We look for the trajectory structure, the developmental pathways. We also wanted
to see if PCA was able to order the cells correctly in time within the trajectory structures.
3.1.1

Effects of Whole Tree versus Leaf Ends

This method of exploring the trajectory is limited in application to data that were simulated using
the whole tree trajectory. See Figure 5 for examples where the method performed well on whole
trajectory data. Since leaf ends data were only measured at the very ends of the trajectory, the
data cannot reveal the earlier parts of the trajectory. See Figure 6 for an example.
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Figure 6: PCA Visualization to explore trajectories can only be used on data that spans the
whole tree trajectory. This method is useless when applied to data simulated on the leaf ends of a tree
trajectory only. This is the original X (constant S) leaf ends data of a bifurcating four leaf tree plotted on
the second and third PC. We see four distinct clusters, but we cannot definitively conclude from it that the
trajectory is a bifurcating four leaf tree. The trajectory could just have easily been a root with four branches
instead, or any other arbitrary tree that ends with four branches.

3.1.2

Tree Structure Complexity

For simpler trees, like linear and three branches from root, the general trajectory structure can
be entirely observed in the visualizations of a few PC (2, 3, and 4; PC1 captured non-trajectory
related effects). PCA also successfully ordered the cells in time within the trajectory structure. See
an example of this in Figure 5.
As tree trajectory structures get more complex, more than three PCs may be required to
accurately determine the trajectory structure. Since we cannot easily comprehend a more than
three dimensional plot, we must plot multiple different three successive PC visualizations instead.
We can see an example of this in Figure 7, which features a bifurcating four leaf tree. In a real
data scenario, where one does not have access to the true branch IDs, one can track cells across
visualizations and notice that some that appeared close together later separate into two branch
structures.
When the tree trajectory structure gets even more complex, trajectory exploration via PCA
visualization reaches its limits. As we can see in 8, which features the bifurcating eight leaf tree
trajectory, it is difficult to identify any characteristic of the tree structure in three PCs at a time.
We would need to be able to visualize and see in more than three PCs and dimensions at once to be
able to discern the complex structure. Nevertheless, PCA successfully captures the time ordering
of the cells in the branches within both of these more complicated bifurcating trajectory structures.
For all trajectories, we would need some prior knowledge on where the root, or the starting
point, of the trajectory is. The visualizations alone do not tell us the root location. Such prior
knowledge would inform us which end the linear trajectory starts from ( 5 (a) and (b)). It would
also help us correctly interpret Figure 5 (c) and (d) as three branches from a central root, instead
of as a branch that bifurcates. A more complex trajectory has even more possible locations for its
root, see Figures 7 and 8.
While there are limitations to this method, these results highlight that a simple method like
PCA can still reveal the trajectory that a scRNA-seq dataset follows. Though it may take more
than three PCs, PCA shows promise by capturing the developmental pathways and time structure
of the trajectories.
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(a) PC2,3,4 Bifurcating Four Leaf Tree X

(b) PC4,5,6 of the same Bifurcating Four Leaf Tree X
Figure 7: PCA Visualization sometimes requires trying out different three successive PCs in
multiple plots in order to discern elements of the trajectory (the ideal would be the ability to easily
see in more than three dimensions). In (a), the bifurcating four leaf trajectory can mostly be discerned
with the three principal components PC2, 3, and 4. However, two sibling leaf branches, ID 3 (green) and
ID 4 (purple) are very close together in this space, and may be mistaken as one branch. The two branches
are separated at a later principal component, as seen in (b). That is why multiple plots may be required
to adequately explore the trajectory. PCA still successfully orders the cells in time within the trajectory
structure. Though PC
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//
Bifurcating Eight Leaf Tree Trajectory X
Figure 8: Trajectory exploration via PCA Visualization reaches its limit when the tree trajectory structure is too complicated. We can no longer discern characteristics of the structure in three
PCs. Ideally, we would be able to visualize and see in more than three PCs at once. Unfortunately, we are
not able to.

3.2

Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering was selected in the hopes that the hierarchy in its results could capture
the hierarchy of the trajectories. An additional benefit was that it works for leaf ends only data.
Ideally, HC correctly clusters the cells into branches and the hierarchy of those branch clusters
follow the hierarchy of the tree trajectory branches.
3.2.1

Effects of Whole Tree versus Leaf Ends

While PCA Visualization is useless at trajectory exploration for leaf ends only data, HC performs
better with leaf ends only data than with whole trajectory data. HC is able to produce correct
branch clusters (cells cluster by branch ID) for data at leaf ends only, but not for data along the
whole trajectory.
Since leaf ends data has cells positioned only at the end of the trajectory, cells of different leaf
branches are further apart from each other in terms of trajectory distance. Distance influences gene
expression levels, which effect observed count. Therefore, the observed counts of cells of different
leaf branches are pretty different, making clustering by branches easier in leaf ends only data. See
Figure 9 (a) for perfect branch clusters and Figure 10 for near perfect branch clusters.
In contrast, data on the whole trajectory has cells positioned continuously along the trajectory.
At branch transition points, cells of different branches are right next to each other. These cells
are positioned closer to cells from another branch than cells on the other side of their own branch.
The observed counts of these transition point cells across different branches can be more similar to
each other than to the counts of cells of their own branch. In these areas of branch transitions, it
is difficult to attain perfect clustering by branches (see Figure 9).
The second component of ideal HC results requires that the hierarchy of the branch clusters
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(a) Leaf Ends Only of Bifurcating Four Leaf Tree

(b) Whole Trajectory of Bifurcating Four Leaf Tree
Figure 9: Hierarchical clustering results for the bifurcating four leaf tree trajectory are presented in this
figure. Figure description: The top two are the results for a leaf ends only dataset, while the bottom two
are the results for a whole trajectory dataset. The dendrograms present the results of HC. The colors of the
dendrogram branches are the results of cutting the dendrogram at k clusters. The tree in (a) is intended to
show how the leaf branches are related to each other. The tree in (b) has the colors of the cluster labels
(the branch colors of the dendrogram) on their corresponding locations on the tree. Setting k: We set k to
be the number of branches in the data, so k = 4 for the leaf ends and k = 6 for whole. If some clusters are
very small with only a few cells, k can be increased to see if the subsequent clustering looks better. Main
conclusions: (1) leaf ends data can cluster by branches perfectly since their cells are positioned far apart,
(2) HC makes mistakes for whole trajectory data, often in areas of branch transitions, (3) the hierarchy and
logic of the hierarchical branch clusters does not consistently match those of the trajectory (in (a), at k =
2, the clusters are not of the sibling branch pairs, branch 6 is separated out first instead of with its sibling
branch 5), and (4) HC is susceptible to skew in the count data, as seen in the small cluster in (b). For
simplicity, both datasets have constant S, which means the original X count data could be used.
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follow the topological hierarchy of the tree branches. Sometimes, for leaf ends only data, the logic
and hierarchy of the branch clusters largely follow those of the tree trajectory branches. See an
example of this in Figure 10. It is possible for HC to capture the trajectory underlying the data.
However, HC is unable to achieve this consistently, as seen in Figure 9 (a), where the hierarchy of
the trajectory in that dataset (also bifurcating four leaf tree) is not preserved in HC results. HC is
not a perfect trajectory exploration method for leaf ends only data.

Hierarchical branch clusters match hierarchy of the leaf branches of the bifurcating four leaf tree
Figure 10: Hierarchical clustering results can largely match the hierarchy of the leaf branches
in the leaf ends only data. This is the result of HC on count matrix Ỹ , log-normalized since the S was
non-constant, with an underlying bifurcating four leaf tree trajectory (the same as in Figure 9). The logic
and hierarchy of the branch clusters follow those of the tree trajectory branches. For this dataset, at k =
2, HC correctly reflects the first split in the bifurcating four leaf tree trajectory, separating the two parents’
children branches (branch ID 3, 4 in one cluster, 5 and 6 in the other); at k = 4, the sibling branches are
correctly separated from each other. While not perfectly replicating the splitting behaviour of the tree, since
HC cannot skip from k = 2 to 4 directly as in PCA Binary Splitting, it is possible for HC to capture the
trajectory that underlies the data. The library size bar is to indicate that log total count normalization for
the most part takes care of the nonconstant library size of the original data X by making the library size
mostly constant. The cell observations that the normalization did not fix are the cells with very small library
size originally, which is also where the branch clustering labels are imperfect. The Supplementary section
contains a possible explanation.

Even if hierarchical clustering attained perfect branch clusters for whole trajectory data, the
hierarchy logic behind hierarchical clustering does not fit the topological hierarchy of whole tree
trajectories of more than one level. In such trees, like the bifurcating four leaf tree (two levels:
parents and then children), the topological hierarchy of the levels cannot be captured by HC. First
assume that HC has made an appropriate split between the two halves of the tree with k = 2
clusters. At k = 3 clusters, even if HC correctly separates a parent branch (level one) from its
children branches (level two) into two clusters, these clusters are ”equal” in hierarchy in the HC
results. However, we know that the clusters contain cells of branches on two different levels of
the tree. This reasoning applies to all other whole trajectories that have more than two levels as
well. Therefore, the hierarchy logic of HC cannot encompass the topological hierarchy of whole
tree trajectories.
3.2.2

Tree Structure Complexity

So far, we have focused on data with bifurcating four leaf tree trajectories. When we apply HC
to more complex trees, whether we use bifurcating trees with more branches or move away from
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(a) Leaf Ends Only of Bifurcating Eight Leaf Tree

(b) Whole Trajectory of Bifurcating Eight Leaf Tree
Figure 11: Hierarchical clustering results for the bifurcating eight leaf tree trajectory are presented in
this figure. The top two in (a) are results for hierarchical clustering on data simulated on the leaf ends of
the trajectory, while the bottom two in (b) are results for whole trajectory data. The results for leaf ends
only trajectory in (a) still achieves perfect branch clustering, but the topology of the tree is still not reflected
in the dendrogram. Compared to Figure 9, which had a bifurcating four leaf tree trajectory, (b) has more
mistakes in clustering by branches. This is not surprising since the tree is more complicated, so HC is being
asked to find a more complicated structure.

bifurcating trees, we discover more flaws with hierarchical clustering.
HC results for data simulated with bifurcating with eight leaf tree trajectories present with
similar successes and issues as those for bifurcating with four leaf trees. The results of HC are
harder to visually interpret, especially the whole trajectory dendrogram, since the tree trajectory
is more complex. See Figure 11.
Finally, if we deviate from bifurcating trees, the gap grows between the hierarchy and logic of
hierarchical clusters and the topology of these trees. This applies for the simplest three branches
from root tree, which only has one level. First, let HC attain perfect branch clusters for data (whole
or leaf ends data makes no difference). Since HC does not immediately jump from k = 1 to 3, at k
= 2, a branch is assigned its own cluster first and is deemed by HC to be more different compared
to the other two branches than those two branches are from each other. However, in a three branch
from root tree, the branches are equally different from each other from a topological standpoint.
The logic of HC does not match the trajectory. The same reasoning extends to any tree trajectory
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that deviates from bifurcation. This is a major strike against the wider application of HC.
We experimented with HC because it had the potential to reveal the trajectory behind leaf
ends only data. Under certain constraints, that the trajectory is a simple bifurcating tree and
the data is on the leaf ends only, the method can largely capture the hierarchy of the topology of
the underlying trajectory. However, when the trajectory deviates from bifurcating or the data is
along a whole trajectory or the trajectory gets too complex, the method was unable to consistently
capture the hierarchy of the topology of the underlying trajectory.

3.3

PCA Binary Splitting

PCA Binary Splitting [2] can also be applied to leaf ends only data. An advantage PCA Binary Splitting has over hierarchical clustering is that it makes decisions based on the trajectoryinformative second principal component (we saw the ability of PCA to capture trajectory information in Section 3.1). Hierarchical clustering is limited to making its clustering decisions on the
distances in the count matrix space.
Ideally, PCA Binary Splitting can achieve perfect branch ”clusters” (cells of the same branch
end up in their own group, sub-matrix of X), split results that reflect the branching structure of
the underlying trajectory, and cells in the branch clusters ordered in branch time in their second
PC.
3.3.1

Effects of Whole Tree versus Leaf Ends Only

For the same reason as for hierarchical clustering, PCA Binary Split results have the cells of each
branch end up in their own groups when the data is leaf ends only. See Figure 12 for an example.
For some leaf ends only data, PCA Binary Splitting can capture the branching behavior of the
trajectory exactly (Figure 12). However, like with hierarchical clustering, PCA Binary Splitting
does not achieve this consistently with all leaf ends only data: see Figure 13.
Solely relying on the mean of PC2 seems to be insufficient for capturing the next branching
behavior in the trajectory for the current subgroup of cells. This is seen in Figure 13 (a), where,
in PC2, branch 13 cells are closest to branch 8 cells, even though these branches are far apart in
the tree.
This method has the same difficulty as HC in breaking down data along whole trajectories into
distinct branches perfectly. Since cells flow continuously, cells close to branch transition points
sometimes end up in an adjacent branch’s cluster. This manifests in PCA Binary Splitting as cells
ending up on the wrong side of the split along the mean of PC2 and into groups that are populated
by cells on different branch ID(s). See Figure 14.
In addition, while the method can sometimes capture the branching behavior of the trajectory,
as in 14 (an inconsistent success, see 15 for failure), the logic of the method does not match the
topology logic of the trajectory. In the example of 14, the groups from PCA Binary Split method
are not able to reflect how the parent branch produced the children branches and thus should have
a higher hierarchy. This issue can be observed in any whole tree trajectory with more than two
levels (generation) as well.
Despite these difficulties, the PCA Binary Split at the last iteration (paper’s stop condition
defined in method section 2.3.3) has groups of cells ordered in branch time in their second PC.
This makes it theoretically possible, for each sub-group of cells, to infer the cell positions and
ordering on the branch the sub-group cells ideally all occupy.
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(a) PC2, 3 of Leaf ends only bifurcating four leaf X

(b) Split Layer 1

(c) Split Layer 2

Figure 12: PCA Binary Split works perfectly for this leaf ends only dataset that followed a
bifurcating four leaf trajectory. As you can see in (a), the observed counts form distinct clusters by branch
far apart in PC2 and PC3 space, which makes it easy to correctly split the cells by branch. (b) and (c) are
visualizations of the results of layer 1 and 2 of PCA Binary Split. Each sub-plot is PC1 (x-axis) and PC2
(y-axis) of a sub-matrix. The second split (c) is split along the PC2 seen in (b). In this case, the split results
exactly reflect the branching structure of the underlying trajectory: first split divided the sibling pairs from
each other, the next split divided within the pairs of branches correctly. This is more exact than hierarchical
clustering, which moves one by one.

3.3.2

Tree Structure Complexity

For the simplest trajectory structure, linear, this method splits by time (figure in Supplementary
with a quick discussion). This is unsurprising since we observed with the PCA Visualization method
that PC2 captures time in branch for linear trajectories.
The more complex the tree structure, the worse the method performed. As branching behavior
gets more complex, the mean of PC2 becomes increasingly inadequate at capturing the behaviour,
see Figure 15. The splitting behaviour is not consistent, so the method cannot be relied upon to
explore trajectories.
Finally, when we expand tree trajectories beyond bifurcating, the logic of the method again can
not match the topology logic of the trajectory. The method fails at replicating the splitting behavior
of three branch from root trees, since the method only performs binary splits. In general, trajectories
that do not strictly bifurcate will have topologies that cannot be captured by binary splits. This is
a strike against broader application of PCA Binary Splitting as a trajectory exploration method,
for data along whole trajectory and at leaf ends only.
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(a) PC2 vs PC3 of Leaf ends only of bifurcating eight leaf tree trajectory (b) Layer 1
Figure 13: PCA Binary Splitting immediately fails at capturing the branching structure of the bifurcating
eight leaf tree trajectory. As seen in the results of the first split (b), the method does not correctly split the
tree in half, the branching structure of the trajectory is not revealed (we do not see branches 7, 8, 9, 10 in
one group, branches 11, 12, 13, 14). Even if branch 14 cells were not so far from the others, which caused the
lopsided amounts in the split, PCA Binary Split still would not have split the tree in half correctly. Branch
13 cells are closest to branch 8 cells in PC2, but the branches are far apart in the tree.

3.3.3

Landa Transformation

Finally, we tried the Landa transformation to see if this improved results. We found that it did not
in this use case, see the Supplementary section 5.

3.4

Slingshot

We followed the protocol described in the Slingshot paper (Street et al (2018) [3]) and Bioconductor
tutorial (Street (2022)). The data X is full-quantile normalized and is represented in lower dimensional space using PCA; clustering is performed in this space. Slingshot infers a tree trajectory
structure through these clusters and the cell positions on the trajectory (pseudotime) via projection
onto the inferred trajectory.
For all tree structures used in this paper, Slingshot was able to infer the trajectory underlying
the simulated scRNA-seq data along whole tree trajectories, so omit the Tree Structure Complexity
sub-section.
3.4.1

Effects of Whole Tree versus Leaf Ends Only

Figure 16 is an example of Slingshot inferring the trajectory correctly for data along a whole tree
trajectory. The ”lineage”, a term used by Street et al (2018) [3], matches the tree trajectory
structure. The time ordering is also correct.
A major limitation of Slingshot is that it does not work for leaf ends only data. Slingshot is
incapable of inferring the trajectory that led to the leaf ends where the data is observed. Slingshot assumes that the data has been observed along a whole trajectory. Consequently, Slingshot
incorrectly constructs a ”whole” trajectory through the leaf ends only data, see Figure 17.
3.4.2

Slingshot Limitations

An advantage of Slingshot is that it does not require the user to provide much prior information
to Slingshot. Street et al point out, though, that the following user-provided factors can greatly
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(a) Layer 1

(b) Layer 2

(c) Layer 3

(d) Layer 3 - Branch Time

Figure 14: PCA Binary Split results for data along whole trajectory bifurcating four leaf tree. A few
observations: (1) the branching behaviour of the trajectory is captured, (2) but, the logic of the trajectory
does not quite match the logic of the method, (3) errors appear for cells around branch transition points,
and (4) the cell sub-groups in the last iteration are ordered by branch time in PC2. Observation (1): the tree
splits in half (layer 1), then the children branches from their parent branch (layer 2), and finally the sibling
children from each other (layer 3). Observation (2): However, the logic of the trajectory does not quite
match in the split of layer 2. The groups resulting from PCA Binary Split method are not able to reflect how
the parent branch produced the children branches and thus should have a higher hierarchy. Observation (3):
Errors appear for cells around branch transition points is confirmed in (d). For example, the second plot
from the top in the right column of (c) has cells from multiple branches. The corresponding branch time plot
in (d) confirms that these cells are all close together on the trajectory around a transition point.Observation
(4): Also, at the third iteration of PCA Binary Split (d), the cells in each group, which largely belong to
one branch, are ordered in branch time in their second PC, which could theoretically allow inference of cell
position on the branch the group corresponds to.
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(a) Layer 1

(b) Layer 2

(c) Layer 3
Figure 15: PCA Binary Split for an even more complex structure: Bifurcating tree with 8 leaves.
The method struggles to correctly split the branches for this structure. It also fails to replicate the branching
behavior of the tree. The splits do not follow a consistent logic. Layer 1 (a) more or less splits the tree in
half with some errors, layer 2 (b) splits away 1 parent-2 children branch groups, layer 3 (c) has many issues,
one of which is sometimes ancestor branches splits from the descendant branches (row 2 of (c)), while other
times a child branch splits from its parent and sibling branch (row 3 of (c)).
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(a) Trajectory

(b) Trajectory Inference

Figure 16: Slingshot performed trajectory inference correctly for this whole trajectory data along a
bifurcating tree with four leaves with non-constant S (full-quantile normalized). The trajectory inferred is
correct and time as well (though the scale of the pseudo-time is off). This example used Gaussian mixture
model clustering (mclust [8]) on ten PCs of the full-quantile normalized data, which was one of the clustering
method used in [6]. The number of clusters is determined by mclust, so less prior assumptions need to be
made.

Figure 17: Slingshot cannot handle leaf ends only data. It erroneously fit a trajectory through
the clusters of these leaf ends data. It cannot infer the trajectory structure that led to these leaf ends
observations. Slingshot assumes that the whole trajectory is observed through the data, so it treats the data
as if it represents observations along the whole trajectory.
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Figure 18: Slingshot needs enough clusters k to include the tree nodes, not just the tree branches to
build the trajectory correctly. If only k = 6 were given, it would likely not separate the sibling branches in
the bifurcating trees. Too few clusters would miss characteristics of the trajectory.

influence the quality of the results: the number of clusters (ex. k for k-means) and the number of
dimensions to reduce to in order to perform clustering and trajectory inference ([3] and [6]).
Street states that the number of cluster must not be too large nor too small [6]. If there are
not enough, the clusters may miss aspects of the trajectory. If there are too many, the clusters
may fit to noise in the data. Both scenarios can lead to incorrect trajectory inference by Slingshot.
For example, if k-means is used as the clustering method, then users must provide a large enough
k to cover the number of branches and transition points (nodes). Slingshot needs this to build the
trajectory correctly, see Figure 18. If only k = 6 was used for k-means clustering for a bifurcating
4 leaf tree, the method would likely not separate the sibling branches in the trees.
The success of the method also relies on carefully choosing the appropriate number of reduced
dimensions to perform clustering in, since different numbers can drastically change Slingshot results.
A well-selected number of PC is therefore critical. Similar to the reasoning before, clustering in too
few PCs would lead to Slingshot missing trajectory structures, while clustering in too many PCs
can lead to results that fit to noise. For example, if we clustered in PC1 and PC2 as seen in Figure
16, the k-means clusters would not be able to differentiate between the sibling leaf branches of the
bifurcating tree with four leaves. The minimum spanning tree (MST) fit through these clusters
would likely form a line, so Slingshot would then incorrectly infer a linear trajectory.
There are also cases where even with the appropriate number of clusters and number of reduced
dimensions to work in, Slingshot infers an incorrect lineage, as seen in Figure 19. In this example, it
could be that the data on the leaf branches are too similar, so they are too close to each other in the
reduced space. Slingshot was then unable to separate a pair of sibling branches of the bifurcating
tree.
Which cluster contains the starting point of the trajectory can either be provided by the user
or inferred by Slingshot. Both are susceptible to errors. The user may be mistaken on which
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(a) Trajectory

(b) Trajectory Inference

Figure 19: Slingshot performed trajectory inference incorrectly for the full-quantile normalized
constant library size whole bifurcating tree with four leaves, even with ten PC, which should have been
enough for this trajectory structure. The inferred trajectory is incorrect since the clusters do not separate
the child branches (3 and 4) on the left side of the tree. It could be that the data on the leaf branches are
too similar, so their data points are too close to each other in the reduced space. The clustering method was
unable to recognize that these data belong to separate branches. The inferred times are, therefore, incorrect,
too.

cluster is likely to be the starting point. Slingshot determines the starting cluster based on which
configuration would lead to parsimony in the minimum spanning tree constructed through the
clusters [6]. This method is vulnerable to errors because the MST might not match the true
trajectory structure or the true starting point might not satisfy parsimony.
In general, Slingshot performs well. It is able to correctly infer trajectories that are complicated.
Slingshot’s assumption that similar cells are close in lower dimensional space holds true.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we tried four methods, (1) PCA Visualization, (2) Hierarchical Clustering, (3) PCA
Binary Split [2], and (4) Slingshot [3], to explore and infer the developmental trajectory that underlie
scRNA-seq observed count data. Proper normalization was crucial for certain methods. Hierarchical
Clustering and PCA Binary Split worked for data along a whole developmental trajectory and data
only at the endpoints of the trajectory (leaf ends only). PCA Visualization and Slingshot did not
work for data only at the endpoints of the developmental trajectory.
While simple, PCA Visualization as a trajectory exploration method for data along whole
trajectories had a lot of promise. The principal components (PC) were able to capture the trajectory
structure and the ordering of the cells in time on the trajectory. Being able to comprehend figures
in more than three dimensions (PC) at once would have been immensely helpful, but human
perception limits us. We turned to hierarchical clustering, which was attractive since its clusters’
hierarchies might reflect the topology of the tree trajectory that led to the leaf endpoints only
data. Unfortunately, this was true only under certain very limiting constraints. Ultimately, HC
was not suitable as a general trajectory exploration method: the hierarchy logic of the method
did not mesh well with most trajectories and HC did not perform well for whole trajectory data.
With the PCA Binary Split method [2], we hoped to harness the information from PCA and the
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possibility of using hierarchical results to capture the topology of the tree trajectory that led to the
leaf endpoints where data were observed. The PCA Binary Split results were reasonably good for
whole and leaf ends only data with simple bifurcating tree trajectories. However, due to the binary
splits, this method is only able to capture the topology of bifurcating trajectories. In addition, the
method faltered as tree trajectories grew more complex. We suspect that using only the mean of
PC2 at each split was not enough to capture the next branching behavior correctly.
Slingshot [3] performed trajectory inference very well. This is not surprising, since we had
Slingshot search for the trajectory using the principal components. Unlike PCA Visualization,
Slingshot was able to use more than three PCs at a time to infer the trajectory. In contrast to
PCA Binary Split, Slingshot benefited from being able to use more than one PC to make trajectory
splitting decisions. While Slingshot works for data along whole trajectories, the method completely
failed at inference for leaf ends only data.
Hopefully, the results of this paper, both the successes and failures, can provide guidance for
future methods development. We see potential in developing trajectory inference methods that
can take leaf endpoints only scRNA-seq data and can unveil the developmental trajectory that
led to those observed counts. A possible avenue of interest is to incorporate information from
measurement and expression model inference results into trajectory inference.
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Supplementary

5.1

e
Defining expression levels: λ versus λ

e which is row-standardized λ, in Equation
λ in Equation 1 is the absolute expression level, while λ,
3 is the relative expression level [1]. We define the absolute λ as exponential Z ∈ Rn×G to ensure
all elements of λ are non-negative, reflecting our understanding of λ as an absolute gene expression
level matrix.

5.2

Effect of Nonconstant S

Count data simulated with constant library size has less variation than count data simulated with
non-constant library size. For non-constant library sizes, the multinomial counts vary more when
ni = Xi+ ranges from 0 to the maximum S compared to the multinomial counts when ni = Xi+ is
forced to be constant. When library size is non-constant, the data must be properly normalized in
order for certain methods to work.

5.3

Plot Title Abbreviations: Same Max, Diff Max

Some plot titles include shorthand for branch maximums and library sizes. ”Same Max” refers
to the trajectories where the branch maximum times are all the same. ”Diff Max” refers to the
trajectories where the branch maximum times are different. For the bifurcating tree simulations
in this paper, the branches of the same generation are the same length (ex. in our simulation the
bifurcating tree with four leaves has parent branches that have a maximum time of 10 and the
child branches have a maximum time of 5). In some cases, different maximum branch times aided
in method performance. This might be because the parent branches being twice as long as the
children branches in a bifurcating four leaf tree 9 made the pairs of sibling branches relatively
further from each other compared to a same maximum branches tree 1, which probably led to
their observed counts being more different from each other. ”Constant S” refers to constant library
size, while ”Diff S” refers to non-constant library size.

5.4

Linear Trajectory Results

When the trajectory is linear, hierarchical clustering and PCA Binary Split breaks the data into
sub-groups that contain distinct branch time.
5.4.1

Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering clusters by branch time when the trajectory underlying the data is linear.
We do not have access to true branch time in reality, so we cannot easily determine the ”order” of
the clusters.
5.4.2

PCA Binary Split

PCA Binary Split applied to the linear trajectory yields splits by branch time. This is expected
since we saw how the second PC captured time in linear trajectories in the PCA Visualization
results section. Unfortunately, in reality without access to true branch times,we cannot determine
the order of the sub-groups of cells from the plots alone, rendering this an unfeasible method for
pseudotime inference for real data on linear trajectory.
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Figure 20: Hierarchical clustering clusters by branch time when the trajectory underlying the data is
linear.

5.5

Normalization, Results of Landa Biwhitening

The importance of proper normalization for non-constant library size data is demonstrated in this
section. Normalization is crucial for PCA Visualization and Hierarchical Clustering performance.
However, normalization to fix library size is less crucial for the proper functioning of PCA Binary
Splitting. The effect of Landa’s biwhitening transformation [5] is shown for PCA Visualization and
PCA Binary Split.
5.5.1

PCA Visualization

See Figure 22 for the importance of proper normalization. The original data X is along a whole
bifurcating tree with four leaves with non-constant library size. This data needs to be normalized.
The method performed best with log total count normalized data Ye . The trajectory structure can
be identified for Ye . Total count normalized data Y does not perform as well until later PCs. The
log transformation used to obtain Ye helped reduce skew in the data; Y does not benefit from this,
so the skew dominate in PC2, 3, and 4. Proper normalization is important.
Landa’s biwhitening transformation (W ) did not help with discerning the trajectory structure
from PC2, 3, and 4. The transformation does not work well for this application.
5.5.2

Hierarchical Clustering

When hierarchical clustering was performed on the original count data X with non-constant library
size, the results were terrible. One large cluster had most of the cells (from everywhere along the
trajectory, not concentrated around a single transition point) scrambled up in it even when the
number of clusters k was a reasonable number (ex. k = 6 when their were six branches). See (a)
in Figure 23 for an example and the caption for an explanation why a larger number of clusters k
would not help in this situation.
Normalization is a crucial step to mitigate this poor clustering performance. Normalization
places the observed molecule counts into the context of the total counts per cell [4]. After proper
normalization, the non-constant library size data achieves results similar to those of the constant
library size data which did not require normalization. The log total count normalized data Ye
accomplishes this. For cells that originally had a very small library size, however, this normalization
is not enough (see the end of the section for a possible explanation).
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Figure 21: PCA Binary Splitting splits the data along a linear trajectory by branch time. These subplots
are the results of two PCA Binary Splits. Notice how the legend ranges for branch time are distinct for each
sub-plot. The sub-group of cells were split by branch time. Notice the smooth time gradients. A third split
along the depicted PC2 would still yield splits by branch time. Unfortunately, in reality without access to
true branch times, we cannot determine the order of the sub-groups of cells from the plots alone.

An appropriate choice of normalization is critical. While log total count normalization worked
well, total count normalization Y did not, even though constant library size is attained. Y seemed
to have a lot of skew. The hierarchical clusters are dominated by this skew: many small clusters
contain only one (or at most a few) observation (cell). The log transformation that produced Ye
helped reduce the skew.
In Figure 23 (a), the large cluster that contains a scramble of tree positions are of cells with
low library sizes. This is probably due to the fact that cells with low library sizes have very little
mRNA observed counts, so their observed counts are probably largely zeroes. Our library size
normalizations probably have a hard time putting these cell observations into the context of their
library size, since there is less to work with. This is observed in Figure 10, where the cells that
were in the wrong cluster were ones with low library sizes originally. This is also observed in Figure
23 (c), where the small cluster contains cells from all branches and have the smallest library size.
5.5.3

PCA Binary Split

When the data has non-constant library size, PCA Binary Split still gets pretty good results with
the original data without normalization. This is probably because PC1 of the data captured most
of the variation from different library sizes in the data (Figure ??).
PCA Binary Split splits along the mean of the second PC, which captures aspects of the trajectory without being ”distracted” by the effect of different library sizes. Thus, PCA Binary Split
on the non-normalized non-constant library size data has results that are nearly as good as those
for constant library size data (see Figure 25, compare to results seen in Figure 14). One way
the results fall short of the performance in 14 is seen in the last depicted iteration (layer 3 of
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Figure 22: The importance of proper normalization for PCA Visualization is seen here. (a) is PC2,
3, and 4 of the original X non-constant library size data simulated on a bifurcating four leaf tree. Skipping
PC1, which captures some of the variation due to different library size, for visualization does not help. It is
not possible to see the trajectory structure. (b) is the log-total-count normalized data Ye plotted on its PC2,
3, and 4. The bifurcating 4 leaf structure of the trajectory can be identified after normalization on those
three PC alone. Not all normalization performs equally well though. See (c), the total count normalized
data Y plotted on its PC2, 3, and 4. The structure is impossible to see because these PC capture outlier
cells. By PC 4, 5, and 6, the structure can be seen (d). The better performance of Ye is probably due to the
log transformation reducing skew, thus reducing the undue effect of outliers. Finally, Landa’s transformation
of the data W (e) does not help distinguish the trajectory structure.
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(a) Original

(b) Total Count Normalized

(c) Log Total Count Normalized
Figure 23: Hierarchical Clustering needs proper normalization to attain good results for data with
non-constant library sizes. (a) HC on original X performs terribly. One cluster ended up with most of
the cells even with the reasonable k = 6 (same as the number of branches in the tree). These cells are
from positions across the whole trajectory: multiple branch IDs and a wide range of branch time. These
factors are scrambled in the bars below the dendrogram, which implies that even with more clusters, no
reasonable sized clusters emerge that cna be interpreted as a structure of the trajectory. b shows how not
all normalization methods work equally well. Total count normalization Y is dominated by the skew in the
data. A lot of clusters contain only one (or at most a few) observations. k has to be larger to access the
actual structure of the trajectory. (c) is an example of a more appropriate normalization: log total count
nomrlaization Ye , which has a log transformation that takes care of the skew seen in Y .
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Figure 24: When the scRNA-seq data has different library sizes, PC1 of the data captures the source of
variation from different library sizes.

25): the cells in each sub-group are not ordered by time in the second PC (the cells are in a fan
configuration), which makes it more difficult to infer cell position on the branch the sub-group of
cells ideally occupy.
Normalization does not seem to improve the performance. One improvement is that the last
iteration has sub-groups of cells that are ordered in branch time in their PC2. See Figure 26.
Finally, we observed that the Landa’s biwhitening transformation does not improve the performance of PCA Binary Split on scRNA-seq data W . See Figure 27, which looks largely like the
results of the original non-normalized data X (Figure 25).

5.6

Standardization

scRNA-seq data has features that are on the same scale. The columns of the observed count data
reflect information about gene expression levels. The results here show that it may not be necessary
to standardize the data and can even be harmful.
5.6.1

PCA Visualization

For PCA Visualization, standardization harms method performance. In Figure 28, we can see how
the good performance results of X are gone after standardization Xs .
5.6.2

Hierarchical Clustering

See Figure 29, which has the standardized versions of the data in Figure 23. The data used
in Figure 29 are (a) Xs , (b) Ys , and (c) Yes . Standardization either does not improve method
performance or made performance worse.
5.6.3

PCA Binary Split

Standardization does not help with PCA Binary Split performance either. We standardized the
original data seen in Figure ??. PCA Binary Split attained good results with the original data X.
However, after standardizing that same data Xs the results are no longer as good, see Figure 30.
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(a) Layer 1

(b) Layer 2

(c) Layer 3

(d) Layer 3 Time

Figure 25: Even without normalization, PCA Binary Split has good results with the non-constant
S original data along a whole bifurcating four leaf tree (with different maximum branch times for the parent
and child generations). One drawback is that the last splits’ sub-plots do not have the cells in a curvilinear
shape ordered by branch time, which would have made inferring branch time easier. Besides that, the
performance is similar to that of PCA Binary Split applied to constant S data. The branching behavior of
the bifurcating trajectory is largely captured: the first split divides the tree in half, the second splits the
parent branches from their children branches, and the third separates the sibling branches from each other.
Largely cells of the same branch end up in the same sub-group. Notice the mistakes are all near transition
points on the trajectory.
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(a) Layer 1

(b) Layer 2

(c) Layer 3

(d) Layer 3 time

Figure 26: PCA Binary Splitting on log total count normalized data Ye with non-constant S along
the whole bifurcating four leaf with different maximum branch time. The last iteration has sub-groups that
largely have cells from one branch and the splitting behavior of the tree is largely reflected in the splits of
PCA Binary Splitting. An improvement over 25 is that the last iteration has sub-groups of cells that are
ordered in branch time in their PC2. This makes time inference within branches theoretically possible.
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Figure 27: Landa’s biwhitening transformation of the data W does not improve PCA Binary
Split performance. The results are about the same as PCA Binary Split on the original data X.
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Figure 28: Standardization harms the performance of PCA Visualization. Most of the trajectory
structure (whole bifurcating tree with four leaves) underlying the data is clearly identifiable in PC2, 3, and
4 of the original data X (As explained in the Results section, we need more PC to see branch 3 and 4
separate). However, after standardizing the data Xs , the structure is no longer as clear.
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Figure 29: Standardization can harm the performance of hierarchical clustering. Compare the
hierarchical clustering results of the standardized data: (a) standardized original Xs , (b) standardized total
fs with the results seen in Figure
count normalized Ys , and (c) standardized log total count normalized Y
23 (a) original data X, (b) total count normalized data Y , and (c) log total count normalized Ye . Method
results are either around the same or visibly worst (more scrambled cell positions within clusters).
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Figure 30: Standardization harms the performance of PCA Binary Split. The data Xs in this
figure is the standardized version of the data X in Figure ??. There are more mistakes in ”clustering”
(more cells end up in the wrong sub-group, they are not in a sub-group with the other cells of their branch).
The ordering of the cells in branch time is not as clear anymore in (d) (wider spread of cells in a fan-like
shape).
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